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高一英语第三期·语法自测

II. Grammar and Vocabulary 高一

Directions: Beneath each of the following sentences there are four choices marked A, B, C and D. Choose the one
answer that best completes the sentence. 非

1. Friendship is like money: easier made than _____.
A. kept B. to be kept C. keeping D. being kept

2. Unless _____ to speak, you should remain silent at the conference.
A. invited B. inviting C. being invited D. having invited

3. Having a trip abroad is certainly good for the old couple, but it remains _____ whether they will enjoy it.
A. to see B. to be seen C. seeing D. seen

4. The research is so perfectly designed that once _____ nothing can be done to change it.
A. begins B. having begun C. beginning D. begun

5. – How do you deal with the disagreement between the company and the customers?
– The key _____ the problem is to meet the demand _____ by the customers.
A. to solving…making B. to solving…made C. solve…made D. solve…made

6. In order to gain a bigger share in the international market, many state-run companies are striving _____ their
products more competitive.
A. to make B. to be made C. to have made D. having made

7. Though _____ money, his parents managed to send him to university.
A. lacked B. lacking of C. lacking D. lacked of

8. Don’t use words, expressions, or phrases _____ only to people with specific knowledge.
A. being known B. having been known C. to be known D. known

9. Prices of daily goods _____ through a computer can be lower than store prices.
A. to be bought B. bought C. being bought D. buying

10. In some parts of London, missing a bus means _____ for another hour.
A. waiting B. to wait C. wait D. to be waiting

11. In order to make our city green, _____.
A. it is necessary to have planted more trees B. many more trees need to plant
C. our city needs more trees D. we must plant more trees

12. With a lot of difficult problems _____, the newly-elected president is having a hard time.
A. settled B. settling C. to settle D. being settled

13. _____ such heavy pollution already, it may now be too late to clean up the river.
A. Having suffered B. Suffering C. To suffer D. Suffered

14. Finding her car stolen, _____.
A. a policeman was asked to help B. the area was searching thoroughly
C. it was looked for everywhere D. she hurried to a policeman for help

15. Do let your mother know all the truth. She appears _____ everything.
A. to tell B. to be told
C. to be telling D. to have been told
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